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in alkali halide crystals 
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Japan 
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Abs lneL Magnetic Eircular dichroism (Mm) spectra of the C band of KCI:Sn'+ and 
RbcI:Snl+ clystala have b g n  investigated experimentally. Coupling to the Tzs vibrational 
mode is "Inned U, be prsent  in the C band of the Sn2+ centre. n e  observed 
inversion-ssymmevic M m  lineshape iS understcod in terms of a quadratic eleclmn- 
lattice interaction. 

1. Introduction 

Electron-lattice interaction plays an essential role in the optical absorption spectra 
of defect Centres in solids. The Jahn-Teller effect, ie. a linear electron-lattice 
interaction, has been observed to give rise to a splitting or structure in the absorption 
bands. In addition to the linear electron-lattice interaction, a quadratic electron- 
lattice interaction is also conceivable as an element to determine the lineshape of 
the absorption band. A considerable number of papers have been published on the 
Jahn-Tkllereffect-induced band splitting (Bersuker 1984), but there are few papers 
concerning the quadratic-interaction-involved absorption bands. The present paper 
was undertaken to find the contribution of the quadratic interaction in defect centres 
using a magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) measurement of s'-ion centres. 
TI+, In+, Ga+, Sn2+, PbZ+, Au-, Ag- and Cu- ions are classified as sz ions since 

they have an s2 electron configuration outside a closed shell in the ground state. Alkali 
halide crystals containing these ions exhibit three optical absorption bands denoted A, 
B and C in order of increasing energy (Lushchik and Zazubovich 1972, Hizhnyakov 
and Witoffel 1984). These bands arise from the sz - sp electronic transition of the 
sz ion. A doublet structure and a triplet structure have been observed for the A and 
C bands p u b o i  et d 1973, 1975, Buboi 1981). The observed structure is caused 
by the J a h - W e r  interaction of the s and p electrons with the Tze lattice vibrations 
pyozawa and Moue 1966, Cho 1968, Hizhnyakov and Kristoffel 1984). According to 
theoretical calculations made using a linear electron-lattice interaction (Honma and 
Ooaku 1966, 'Ibyozawa and Inoue 1966, Cho 1%8), firstly, electron coupling to the 
A,, or Et vibrational mode gives rise to a structureless C band, secondly, coupling 
to the T2, mode yields a triplet structure with a very sharp peak at the centre of the 
band and, thirdly, coupling to two of Tz, and E, modes, or of the Tzg and A,, modes, 
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gives a triplet structure as shown in figure 1. The theoretical McD lineshape has been 
derived (Honma and Ooaku 1966, Cho 1%9) which is also shown in figure 1. In 
the A,,- or E mode  coupling, an absorption-derivative MCD lineshape is produced 
(figure l(a)) while, in the T2,-mode coupling, an additional Sshaped curve appears in 
the central part of the C band (figure l(b)) but the intensity of the central structure 
becomes relatively small when the A,, or E, mode is coupled (figure l(c)). 

g .  

If 

( a )  ( b )  ( C )  

Fiyi-c 1. Schematic absorption and MCD lineshape of the C band for (a) Atg- or Eg- 
vibration-mode coupling, (b) Tamnode coupling and (c) coupling of Tzg and Alg modes 
or mupling of Tzg and % modes. E is the pholon energy relative to the centre of the 
C band; the MCD equals ODL - ODR. 

The C band, which is due to the IA,, -+ ITlu electronic transition, has a triplet- 
structured lineshape for the SnZ+, In+ and TIt centres (Ranfagni et a1 1983). Of the 
three centres, a well resolved structure is observed for the SnZC centres, indicating a 
strong T,,-mode coupling. In the present paper we try to determine whether the MCD 
lineshape can reveal the contribution from the linear and quadratic interactions with 
the T,, mode. Here we investigate the C band of KCI:SnZ+ and RbCI:SnZC crystals. 

2. Jkperimental procedure 

Single crystals of KCI and RbCl containing SnCI, were grown by the Stockbarger 
method. The concentrations of SnCI, were chosen to be less than 0.005 mol% in 
the melt. In order to produce the isolated SnZ+ centre and to avoid the SnZ+ 
aggregate centre, the crystals were heated at 45O0C for 25 min and rapidly quenched 
to room temperature on a copper plate, immediately before the absorption and MCD 
measurements. 

The MCD and absorption were measured using a JASCO J-40A spectropolarimeter. 
The absorption spectra were also measured using a Shimadzu UV-260 spectropho- 
tometer. The MCD is given by the difference between the optical densities (OD), 
oDL - ODR, for the left and right circularly polarized components of light The po- 
larized light propagates through a crystal parallel to a magnetic field, along the [001] 
direction. A JASCO electromagnet was used to produce the field. The MCD lineshape 
was obtained by subtracting the background which was a 0 signal measured at zero 
field. 
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m u m  1 The MCD (upper pan) and absorplion (lower pan) spectra of a KCI:Sn*+ 
nyslal a1 ZW K (- - -, =le on lighl) and a1 22 K (-, sale on left). The applied 
magnetic field k 11.5 kG. AOD means ODL - ODR. 

3. Ekperimental Fesults and discussion 

Figure 2 shows the MCD spectra of the A, B and C bands for KCI:SnZ+ at rmm 
temperature (290 K) and at 22 K, together with the absorption spectra. It is observed 
that a negative MCD peak appears near the C,-band peak and a positive peak appears 
near the C,-band peak, and a weak Sshaped curve appears around the q-band peak. 
Thus, the C,, C, and C, components of the C band give rise to the negative, Sshaped 
and positive MCD signals, respectively. A quite similar MCD lineshape is also observed 
for the triplet-structured C band of RbC1:Snzc, as shown in figure 3. When the 
temperature is decreased, the MCD signal of the C band becomes intense and narrow 
but no large change is observed in the shape. The observed MCD spectra of the A 
and B bands agree with the previous results (Fukuda et al 1976, Buboi 1981, Scacco 
et al 1982). 

The C-hand MCD lineshape of KCI:Sn*+ and RbC1:Snzt is similar to the lineshape 
shown in figure l(c), which was calculated using a : b : c = 0.4 : 1.0 : 1.0, where a, b 
and c are the coupling strengths with the A,,, Eg and Tz, modes, respectively (Cho 
1%9). Therefore it is confirmed that the T,, mode contributes to determining the 
lineshape of the C band. When we compare the Gband MCD lineshape ohserved for 
KCI:SnZ+ and RbCI:SnZ+ with the theoretical lineshape in detail, we find a difference 
between the two. Unlike the lineshape in figure l(c), which was obtained using 
a linear electron-lattice interaction, the observed MCD lineshape is not inversion 
symmetric; the amount of the positive peak appearing around the C, band is not the 
same as that of the negative peak appearing around the C, band, but the former is 
smaller than the latter. 

As seen in the lower parts of figures 2 and 3, the C band has an asymmetric 
triplet structure where the C, band is higher than the C, band. Such an asymmetry 
is caused by the quadratic electron-lattice interaction with the Tzg vibrational mode, 
which results from a difference between the curvatures of the ITlu and 'A,, energy 
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Figmm I ' h e  M m  and absorption spectra for the C band of an RbCl:Sn*+ nystal at 
290 K and 22 K The applied magnetic k l d  is 12.4 kG. AOD means ODL - ODR. 

Surfaces ( H O I "  1968, 1969). Therefore, the observed asymmetric MCD lineshape 
h suggested to be caused by the quadratic interaction of the TZg mode. Unlike the 
case of the SnZt centre, the In+ and ll+ centres, where the quadratic interaction is 
not strong, have a symmetric triplet structure for the C band (Fukuda 1964, Jacobs 
and Oyama 1975) and therefore an inversion-symmetric MCD lineshape (Bagnato el a1 
1975, Grasso el a1 1972, 1973) which is similar to the curve in figure l(b). A similar 
inversion-asymmetric MCD lineshape was also observed for the C band of a KE3r:Sn2+ 
clystal (Scacco ef 01 1982). It is noted that the C band of KBr:SnZ+ has the same 
asymmetric triplet structure as those of KCI:SnZ+ and RbCI:Sn2+. According to the 
result of calculations made using a Monte Carlo method, an inversion-asymmetric 
MCD lineshape is obtained by taking into account the quadratic interaction with the 
T mode, as shown in figure 4. Figure 4 shows the MCD lineshapes, calculated 
usmg the same Monte Carlo method as employed by Cho (1%8, 1969), in the cases 
y = 0 and y = -0.13, where y is the quadratic electron-lattice interaction coupling 
anstant  for the Tzs mode as used by Honma (1969). It is observed that, as the 
quadratic interaction is added to the Linear interaction, the centre of the inversion- 
symmetric MCD lineshape is shifted towards a high energy and deviates from the 
zero MCD value, giving rise to an asymmetric Lineshape. ks a result, it is suggested 
that the quadratic electron-lattice interaction is responsible for the formation of the 
inversion-asymmetric C-band MCD lineshape of KCI:Sn2+ and RbCI:Sn2+. 

As an alternative explanation for the asymmetric C-band MCD lineshape, one may 
propose an influence of the D band which is located near the C band (Scacu, el 
a1 1982). The D band, however, is not supposed to give such a lineshape. The 
reason ii as follows. ?he separation between the C and D bands is smaller for In+ 
and Tl+ centres than for SnZt centres; for example, the separations between the 
central component (C,) of the C band and the lowest component (D,) of the D band 
are 1.33 eV and 0.38 eV for KCI:In+ and KCI:Tl+, respectively, and 1.42 eV for 
KCI:SnZ+ (Ranfagni ef a1 1983). The effect of the D band on the C band is expected 
to be stronger for In+ and TI+ centres than for Sn2+ centres since it depends on the 
amount of the band separation, but a symmetric MCD lineshape has been observed 
for the former centres. 

Z? 
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Flpm 4 l l I e  M m  linehapen calculated using o : b : e = 0.0 : 0.5 : 0.5 and 7 = 0 
(curve 1) and 7 = -0.13 ( c u m  Z), where a, b and c are the linear electron-lattice 
wupling mnslanb for the Ats. and Ta modes, respedively, and -, is the quadratic 
wupling mnslant for the TzS mode, obtained by means of the Same Monte Carla method 
as employed bj Cho (1968, 1969). ?he numerical calculation was carried w t  in terms 
of 10030 sela of s u  random numbels Q1. Qz, Q,. QI.  Qr and Q6. In the abscissa, z 
means E / [ k T (  3 b 2  + cZ)]l/*, where E is the energy. 

In conclusion, it k suggested from the observed MCD spectra that the C band of 
Snzt centres is caused not only by the Jahn-'Mer-active Tzg mode but also by the 
quadratic interaction with the TZg mode. 
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